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message from the CEO
G4-1

Welcome to Mercado Libre's fifth sustainability report.
The entrepreneurial culture is in our ADN and

to close their deals. In this ongoing process,

its multiplying effect writes the history of our

we have understood that payment systems

own growth and that of e-commerce in the

and access to financing are critical for the

region. Our sustainability strategy is focused

development of any entrepreneur.

on the entrepreneurial effect to create shared
value and on transforming the reality of people
and the communities where we operate.
We live the power of entrepreneurship in a
company that has over 4,000 employees in Latin
America, is present in 19 countries with over
174.2 million registered users, 7.6 million sellers

Marcos Galperín,
CEO and President
Mercado Libre Inc.
G4-3

in the marketplace and 27.7 million buyers.
At Mercado Libre, we succeeded in democratizing
e-commerce in Latin America, allowing millions
of people to buy products at fair prices from
anywhere in their country and all sellers, especially
SMBs, to have an effective digital trade platform

We still believe in the technological
revolution: from Mercado Pago we
want to democratize money and
favor financial inclusion, making
entrepreneurship even easier.
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All throughout this report, you will find in-depth

• We invited our stakeholders to participate in the

These results derive from the hard work that the

information of the activities we carried out.

reporting process by responding to an online survey

different teams making up the Company carry

These are our success highlights for the period:

in which they were asked about the material aspects

out everyday. We work with them so that each

to be included. We received 1,100 replies that helped

entrepreneur grows and multiplies the positive

• In Argentina, we prepared a five-year expansion plan

us strengthen the dialog and transparency in our

impact on their environment.

that includes an investment of ARS 1.5 billion and the

communications.

creation of 5,000 new job positions. The investment will
be used to develop 22,000 m2 in two office buildings

• We went further into measuring our carbon footprint

in Buenos Aires.

to get a global estimation of our impact in the region.
In 2016, we managed to report GHG emissions for

• We opened MeliCidade, a 33,000 m2 complex in

A vital pulse that comes from the deep need to make
an idea real.

all countries where we operate.

Brazil that is completely designed under sustainable
standards.

Being an entrepreneur is a call rather than a choice.

We believe in this spirit; we believe that entrepreneurs
• We renewed our commitment with the community:

are the ones who will imagine and develop the

we collaborate with over 600 local NGOs by giving

solutions the world needs today; we believe that

• We opened new offices in Chile and Colombia,

the tools to make the best use of our ecosystem

the way the world is going more entrepreneurs will

and added sustainable spaces to our office in Uruguay.

of solutions.

be needed in the future. I would like many more will
join us to go on innovating and contributing value

• We expanded our ecosystem of solutions for

• We support development across sectors by

entrepreneurs, extending the geographical coverage

promoting the use of our technology among young

of Mercado Pago.

people from vulnerable sectors to improve their

across Latin America.

chances to enter the work market.

Marcos Galperín,
CEO and President
Mercado Libre Inc.
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report's
parameters

Scope and guidelines
G4-28 to G4-32

Scope and guidelines
Stakeholder groups
Process for reporting materiality

In our fifth sustainability report we share relevant
information about how we manage Mercado Libre
and its subsidiaries' main economics,
environmental and social impacts in the region
with the stakeholders.
In line with the international best practices,
this report was prepared in accordance with the
Core option of the Global Reporting Initiative’s
(GRI) Guidelines G4.
This report corresponds to the period starting
on January 1st and finishing on December
31st, 2016, and includes all Mercado Libre’s
operations in Latin America. Any limitation
to its scope is indicated herein.

The company established that a sustainability report
would be submitted annually, the latest being the
one for 2015.
The document was prepared by the Department
of Sustainability and Corporate Social Responsibility,
together with members of other operating areas within
the company.

Contact Point
G4-31
Please feel free to write to
sustentabilidad@mercadolibre.com with any queries
or feedback about our Fifth Sustainability Report.
sustentabilidad@mercadolibre.com
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Stakeholder
groups
G4-24, G4-25, G4-26, G4-37
We identify and select our stakeholder groups
depending on the relationship they hold with the
company and how influential they may be on the
strategic development of the business. We have
an amenable, close relationship with each one with
direct, transparent communication. Therefore, we can
know their expectations and concerns, and can get
valuable insights to manage our impacts.
The following table shows our main stakeholder
groups and the channels we use to engage with each
one of them. The material aspects survey constitutes
the formal channel to know the relevant issues for
each of them and this report is the mechanism to
deliver relevant information in a way that is consistent
and that allows for comparison in time.
The Board of Directors delegates queries about
environmental, social and economic issues on
those in charge of the departments of Sustainability,
Government Relations, Legal Affairs, Customer
Service, Purchase or Suppliers. If necessary, queries
can be presented to the Board at their meetings
throughout the year.

Stakeholder group

Engagement channel

Entrepreneur community

Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

References and opinion leaders

Gatherings and regular delivery of information.
Quarterly report on results.
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Local communities

Sustainability report.

Platform users

Customer service, marketing surveys, training sessions
and gatherings organized by the Sustainability and Commercial areas.
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

NGOs

Program Mercado Libre Solidario
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Collaborators

In-person meetings with managers and the Human Resources team,
e-mail, chats with the CEO, Facebook at work, breakfast with the CEO
Quarter close communication, Q&A with the executive team, work environment
survey and feedback
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Governance

Meetings and communications with those responsible for
Government Relations and Sustainability.
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Suppliers

Informative meetings and e-mail.
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Board of Directors

Meeting of the Audit Committee and Board of Directors’ meeting twice a year.
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.

Shareholders and investors

Investor Relations website
Material aspects survey.
Sustainability report.
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Process for reporting materiality
G4-18, G4-19, G4-20, G4-21, G4-23 and G4-48

In order to assure the
relevance of the content
of this sustainability report,
we considered the material

Prioritization

aspects, defined on the
basis of the significance
of their impact on the
economic, environmental
and social strata of the
organization, and/or on
the influence they have
on the assessments and
decisions of Mercado Libre’s
stakeholders.

We carried out an online survey with Mercado Libre’s

Identification

stakeholders, in which we asked them to prioritize
the aspects per level of impact or influence. A total
of 1,179 responses were received. Based on the
vision of the company’s Management, they were
categorized depending on the level of relevance
they had for the business strategy.

The material aspects were identified based on the
analysis of internal and external documentation,
such as the GRI's G4 Guidelines, previous
reports, Mercado Libre’s sustainability strategy
and the stakeholders' expectations inferred from
engagements with them. Moreover, we took into
account the results from an industry-peer materiality
benchmark analysis as well as thorough interviews
with internal and external references.

We prioritized 17 material aspects
and defined the relevant indicators
for each of them.

We identified 54 material aspects.
Materiality has been
determined following the
methodology suggested
by the GRI’s G4 Guidelines
and the principles therein;
the process involved three
stages: identification,
prioritization and validation.

Validation and review
The Chief Financial Officer, the Audit Committee
and the Department of Sustainability and Social
Responsibility are in charge of reviewing and
approving this report, assuring the material aspects
are adequately covered.
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Material aspects
This is the list of material aspects identified for our stakeholder groups
and the area of impact of each one of them (internal or external).

Category
Economic

Social

Environmental

Aspect

GRI aspect

Direct and indirect economic impacts

Economic performance
Indirect economic impacts

Market presence

Market presence

Procurement practices

Procurement practices

Product quality and innovation

Compliance (PR)

Customer satisfaction

Product and service labeling

Information privacy
and data protection

Customer privacy

Decent work

Employment

Professional development and training

Training and education

Respect for diversity
and equal opportunity

Diversity and equal opportunity

Social impact on community

Local communities

Corporate voluntary work

As defined by Mercado Libre

Respect for human rights in all activities

Non-discrimination

Ethical conduct; anti-corruption; anti-fraud

Compliance (SO)
Anti-corruption

Responsible energy utilization

Energy

Waste management

Effluents and waste

Compliance

Compliance (EN)

GHG emissions

Emissions

Internal

External

Reported in 2015
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Materiality matrix
The y-axis shows the stakeholders’ expectations in terms of the importance they
assigned to each aspect; and the x-axis shows how they prioritized each one within
the company’s strategy.

a. Product quality and innovation
b. Decent work

Importance for stakeholders

k
l

q

p

n
o

e c
a
d b

j
i

m

h

g

f

c. Customer satisfaction
d. Direct and indirect economic impacts
e. Responsible energy utilization
f. Information privacy and data protection
g. GHG emissions
h. Respect for human rights in all activities
i. Professional development and training
j. Respect for diversity and equal opportunity
k. Ethical conduct; anti-corruption; anti-fraud
l. Procurement practices
m. Social impact on community
n. Waste management in all activities
o. Compliance
p. Corporate voluntary work
q. Market presence

Impact on the strategy
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company
profile

We are Mercado Libre

We are Mercado Libre

We are the largest e-commerce company
in Latin America and the seventh largest
worldwide, listed on the Nasdaq since 2007
(NASDAQ:MELI).

Mercado Libre in figures
An entrepreneurial ecosystem
Economic performance
2016 milestones and expansion plans
Awards and recognition
Memberships

DMA-Economic Performance, G4-6, G4-8, G4-13, G4-22

We offer an ecosystem of user-friendly, secure
and efficient solutions for over 174 million
registered users who advertise, sell, buy,
pay and deliver goods and services over
the Internet. Mercado Libre caters for all
sorts of users trading their products, such
as private users, large brands, SMBs, producers,
manufacturers, importers, entrepreneurs,
retailers, wholesalers, dealers, NGOs, etc.

We want to co-create a better
future, driven by what is in
our DNA: entrepreneurship.

We have democratized
commerce in the region
by enabling thousands of
Latin‑Americans to make
a living buying and selling
on the Internet.
We lead the e-commerce market in Argentina,
Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela, in terms
of visits and registered users. We also operate
in Bolivia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Portugal and
the Dominican Republic.
Though based in Buenos Aires, Argentina, we also
have operations in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico,
Uruguay and Venezuela. Moreover, we have three
research and development centers, strategically
located in Silicon Valley, California, USA; San Luis
and Cordoba, Argentina.
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Mercado Libre in figures
G4-12, G4-EC9, DMA-Procurement Practices

1

st

4,146
employees

Internet-based
business platform
in Latin America

26% more
than in 2015

7th worldwide

4,553
suppliers

We operate in

19 countries.

USD 136.4
million in
net profit

98% are local

174.2
million users
20.47% more
than in 2015
One of the

USD 3.09 profit per share

50

web sites with
the largest number
of views worldwide

The retail platform
with the largest
number of single
visitors in each
country where
it operates.
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An entrepreneurial
ecosystem
G4-4, G4-9
We offer a suite a solutions that boost the
capabilities of buying and selling over
the Internet, increase product variety
and encourage the development of
an entrepreneurial community.
We can anticipate the needs of
Latin‑American users with six
supplementary e-commerce solutions,
based on the analysis of the experience
of use of our services and the search for
constant innovation.
Mercado Libre’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem is completed with a platform
for developers and an investment fund
for IT start-ups.

An ecosystem of solutions
to respond to the cultural
and technological challenges
in the region.
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The largest e-commerce platform in the region where
buyers and sellers meet to trade a wide range of
products and services at a fixed price or at auction.

181.2 million

Integrated payment solution for companies,
enterprises or persons, which can be used on our
platform and on any other physical or online store.
It enables convenient, simple and secure online
transactions, with several methods of payment. It is
now available in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico and Venezuela; also en Peru and Uruguay
as of 2016.

products sold in 2016

USD 7.7+
65.1 million
searches a day in over
1,359 product categories

29.5 million
new users (24%+)*

4,000

searches
per second
*As compared to 2015

6 purchases
per second

billion
in processed
transactions
(49%+)*
69.9%

of our gross
merchandise
volume

138.7 million
transactions
(72.5%+)*

USD 5.6
billion

in transactions
within
Mercado Libre

Delivery management system that negotiates
fees with logistics companies to provide users
with competitive prices, integrating the platform’s
transaction system. Apart from being free for sellers,
it allows for boosting ads and enhancing their
reputation. Thus, sellers can manage their business
without worrying about the logistics and buyers can
follow up their orders from the portal or via e-mail.
It is now available in Argentina, Brazil, Colombia,
Mexico; also in Chile as of 2016.

86.5 million

deliveries made (91%+)
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In the last quarter of 2016, we launched Mercado
Crédito in Argentina, a service designed to grant
loans to merchants, aiming at reaching out to
sellers and furthering our commitment with their
entrepreneurial development.

USD 10.3 million
in loans

Solution for companies, SMBs and entrepreneurs
that puts our technology at their service so that they
can create their own e-commerce store. The service
is optimized for cell phones and tablets, assuring
security and user-friendliness. It integrates with other
Mercado Libre solutions: access online methods
of payment with Mercado Pago, manage product
delivery with Mercado Envíos, forward traffic to their
web site with Mercado Libre Publicidad and manage
product stock, all from a single location.

200,000+ 600+
active
Mercado Shops

official stores
in Argentina

One of our most popular business units, especially
created to buy and sell cars, motorcycles and other
vehicles; rent and lease property; and offer and hire
services. It offers a business model that differs from
the others in the platform in that users can advertise
for free or at a fixed price.

Our vehicle section holds the
largest number of advertisements
in Latin America.

A program that helps users create ads for their
products and services, and expand their visibility
on the platform. It is the purchase decision place
of choice of the largest Internet audience in retail
commerce sites. Each user can promote their
business in the categories that best suit their
products and, therefore, pay for the clicks received.

21,500
advertisers

USD 35.2

million in revenue
from advertising
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Economic performance
G4-9, G4-EC1

(in thousands of USD)
2014

2015

2016

Debt

611,060

664,148

938,581

Equity

355,788

339,458

428,854

Registered
users
(in millions)

Revenue breakdown
per subsidiary
Brazil

Total liabilities

611,060

664,148

938,581

Revenue / net sales

556,536

651,790

Argentina

144.6

4%

Mexico
6%

Venezuela

54%

844,396

31%

297,600

355,800

Employee wages
and benefits

105,327

131,778

164,642

Payments to providers
of capita

29,318

18,192

55,150

Single sellers

186,959

55,150

Single buyers

Donations

181.2 million
products sold in 2016

174.2

120.9

2014

2015

2016

41.12%+
26.75%+

101.3

2014

128.4

2015

181.2

2016

17.37%+

Payments to government 137,934
299

27.7

188

702,087

The values for Operating Costs in 2015 and 2014 have been restated with respect
to 2015 Sustainability Report due to calculation error.

1

Single sellers
and buyers
(in millions)

277,087

174.2 million
registered
users in 2016

Products
sold
(in millions)

Economic value distributed
Operating costs1

19.6%+

5%

Rest of
Latin America

Direct economic value generated

20.47%+

23.6

27.7 million
single buyers
7.6 million
single sellers

22
5.5

2014

Amount for
sold products
(in billions of USD)
8.04

22.58%+

6.2

2015

7.6

2016

11%+ more than 2015
= USD 8.04 billion

7.1

2014

7.2

2015

2016
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The impact of
our business
Our platform democratized commerce by
reinventing the way we buy and sell over the
Internet, getting markets closer and reducing
logistic costs. In Mercado Libre, large and small
sellers, professionals and private users, all have the
same tools and the potential to reach out to their
consumers, so that they just can focus on prices,
products and customer service.
All throughout our 18 years in business, we have
managed to build a space that encourages the
development of entrepreneurs and SMBs, with a wide
range of products that help them position
themselves, increase sales, offer the best service for
their customers, and operate with more efficiency
and professionalism. Youngsters find in
Mercado Libre a place where to give the first steps
in the market, and adults see the possibility of reentering the working world. Our solution ecosystem
also helps the financial inclusion of NGOs and
entrepreneurs, who use the platform to create
genuine, transparent income.
These new possibilities and tools to create their own
business, boosting the opportunities for re-entering
the business world, is our main contribution to the
economic development of Latin America.
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2016 milestones
and expansion plans

Awards
and recognition

G4-13
We launched our five-year expansion plan that
includes an investment of ARS 1.5 billion to create
5,000 new quality jobs and to develop over 22,000
m2 in two office venues in Argentina.
We enabled our marketplace platform in Nicaragua,
Honduras and El Salvador.
We launched Mercado Pago in Peru and Uruguay.
We launched Mercado Envíos in Chile.
We acquired 100% of the stock of Argentine
software company MONITS SA. Their mobileonly approach will power our Mercado Libre
and Mercado Pago apps, the strategic pillars
of our ecosystem for the next few years.
We acquired the whole stock of AXADO,
a Brazilian leader in logistic management,
which will come to support Mercado Envíos,
by contributing 580 integrated couriers and freight
providers for over 2,500 online stores.
We merged INMUEBLES ON LINE SAPI de CV with
MERCADOLIBRE SRL de CV in Mexico.

Great Place to Work
We have been selected as the fourth best company to
work at in Argentina, in the category of companies with
over 1,000 employees.
Forbes ranking
We have been recognized among the 25 most innovating
growing companies in the world.
Protagonistas de una nueva economía
We won this contest organized by Revista Apertura and
Sistema B from Argentina thanks to our contribution to
the creation of a new economy, combining ROI with the
solution of the main social and environmental problems.
Você s/a ranking
We were ranked third among the best e-commerce
companies to work at.
Award Eikon de Oro to excellence in communications
For our initiative Facebook@meli in the category Social
Media in Argentina.
Fortune magazine
We have been selected as one of the four IT companies
that will grow the most worldwide and the only one in
Latin America.

Memberships
G4-16
We are members of the main Internet and e-commerce
associations in the region, where we work together
with other actors in the industry to foster technological
development in Latin America.
Regional
• ALAI (Asociación Latinoamericana de Internet,
Latin-American Internet Association)
• eCOM-LAC (Latin America and Caribbean Federation
for Internet and Electronic Commerce)
• INTA (International Trademark Association)
Argentina
• CABASE (Cámara Argentina de Internet, Argentine
Chamber of Internet)
• CAC (Cámara Argentina de Comercio, Argentine
Chamber of Commerce)
• CACE (Cámara Argentina de Comercio Electrónico,
Argentine Chamber of e-Commerce)
Brazil
• ABRANET (Associação Brasileira de Internet, Brazilian
Association for Internet)
• camarae-.net (Câmara Brasileira de Comércio
Eletrônico, Brazilian Chamber of e-Commerce)
Colombia
• CCE (Cámara Colombiana de Comercio Electrónico,
Colombian Chamber of e-Commerce)
Mexico
• AMIPCI (Asociación Mexicana de Internet, Mexican
Association for Internet)
• AMVO (Asociación Mexicana de Venta Online,
Mexican Association for Online Sales)
Venezuela
• Cavecom-e (Cámara Venezolana de Comercio
Electrónico, Venezuelan Chamber of e-Commerce)
• CAVEDATOS (Cámara Venezolana de Internet,
Venezuela Chamber for Internet)
• CAVENARG (Cámara de Comercio Venezolano
Argentina, Venezuelan-Argentine Chamber of
Commerce)
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sustainability

The entrepreneurial effect

strategy

G4-EC8

The entrepreneurial effect

Our sustainability strategy
puts the entrepreneur at the
core of the business, with
a profound conviction that
it has a multiplying effect
creating value for individuals,
companies, communities
and the planet.

A strategy in constant development

We believe that doing transforms reality.
Because it is in our DNA and in our history
as entrepreneurs.
Mercado Libre’s entrepreneurial effect has
a positive, multiplying impact both on the
economy and the society: it creates opportunities
to generate genuine income, promotes the
creation of new jobs, fosters development
and stimulates technological innovation.
Our sustainability strategy reveals itself in
different initiatives that stand out because they
are digital, can expand regionally, have a specific

and measurable impact, are created in association
with partners and consumers, offer value added
(as they are linked to our business) and relate with
the entrepreneurial culture.
As a company that embraces the new paradigm of
shared value creation, we promote the development
of networks and alliances. Therefore, we boost the
impact of the programs and the relations with the
community by working with civil organizations, such
as Arbusta, Ashoka, Asociación Argentina de
emprendedores, Ceprodih, Fundación A ganar,
Fundación Desafío, Endeavor, Gmaj Ajdut, Junior
Achievement, Más Oxígeno,
Mujeres 2000, Tzedaká, Social Lab, United Way
and Wingu, and by participating in initiatives driven
by the local governments.

Mercado Libre makes it
possible to undertake new
ventures, promotes the effect
of “doing to transform reality”.
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How does each area of action contribute
to entrepreneurial effect?

Social
development

Education
and business
opportunities

Mercado Solidario
Program In-Pacto
AVN
(voluntary
contributions

Entrepreneurial
effect

Nativos digitales
Historias que inspiran
Economías inclusivas
La compañía
Junior Achievement

deducted from
paycheck)
Impact measurement

Corporate
voluntary work
Invertir vale la pena
Socios por un día
Mock
interview

The Planet
Virtualization

4Rs

Sustainable architecture

Social development
We commit to contributing to the development
of the communities we operate in. Therefore,
we offer the tools available in our ecosystem
to non-profit organizations at no cost, and we
encourage our collaborators to channel their
social vocation by becoming agents of change.
Education and business opportunities
We offer training to contribute to equal
opportunity.
We encourage entrepreneurs to carry out
their projects and we extend this spirit to
our collaborators.
The Planet
We develop initiatives to minimize our impact
on the environment and invite our stakeholders
to multiply these results.
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A strategy
in constant
development
In late 2016, we decided to assess our journey so
far and re-think our sustainability strategy in order
to maximize our capability to create shared value
and multiply the impact of our actions. With this
in mind, we organized two days of work with the
Mercado Libre Champions, the collaborators leading
the sustainability initiatives in different countries in
the region.

As a result, we defined a new platform that shows
our evolving vision, as it puts the very purpose of the
company at the core of the sustainability strategy.
Also, we agreed on actions, processes and guidelines
to deploy the new strategy regionally, and designed the
metrics that would help us measure and improve our
management continuously.
Since 2017, all Mercado Libre sustainability initiatives
and programs have led to the democratization of
commerce and money in the region.

It was two days of talking with experts when we
analyzed and reflected on the current trends and
the sustainability agenda for our industry and the
region. These insights helped us join efforts to map
challenges and opportunities.

2016 sustainability milestones

We released the
2015 Sustainability
Report.

We opened a
communication channel
in our corporate web
site with information,
measurements
and progress of
the programs with
entrepreneurial effect.

We reviewed our
strategy at the regional
sustainability
workshop.
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corporate
governance
Governance structure
Corporate governance committees
Education
Ethics and integrity
Risk management

Governance structure
G4-34, G4-35, G4-39, G4-42, G4-49, G4-EC6

Integrity, transparency and autonomy are the
core values underpinning Mercado Libre’s
governance style. The Board is made up of 10
directors, 8 of whom are independent. It is not
controlled by the Management and oversees
the internal control system. The members are
proposed by the Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee and further approved
at the shareholders’ meeting.

93.1 % of the senior
management comes
from the local community.
Mercado Libre’s Board is responsible for the
company’s business strategy, which is formalized
in the annual plan and the monthly budget control
report. The Planning and Financial Analysis
Director prepares the budget for the year
together with the other areas. This is reviewed
by the Vice President-Administration and the
Chief Financial Officer, and submitted to the
Board in the first quarter each year.

Also, the Management delegates authority, and
assigns responsibilities and distributes tasks across
the company, under the supervision of the Board.
Both the Board and the Management are informed
of the effectiveness of internal controls by employees,
customers, suppliers, external auditors, shareholders,
regulatory agents and financial analysts. Every
three months, the Vice President - Finance and
Administration reports the suspicious or unusual
transactions (SUT) as identified in the company’s
course of business. These are defined based on
the materiality threshold established by the US
Securities and Exchange Commission.

Country

Senior management1

Local community

Argentina

164

97%

Brazil

57

98%

Chile

4

67%

Colombia

3

50%

Mexico

11

73%

Uruguay

11

79%

Venezuela

6

100%

The following are considered “senior management”: managers, senior managers,
chief executives, VPs, senior VPs, executive VPs and CEO/Founder

1
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Members
of the Board
of Directors

Corporate
governance
committees
G4-36, G4-40, G4-52

Susan Segal*
Michael Spence*
Mario Vazquez*
Nicolas Galperin

The Board has a number of committees that
meet up quarterly to help survey the internal
control system.

Meyer Malka*
Javier Olivan*

Audit Committee

Emiliano Calemzuk*

It oversees the accounting and financial
reporting process, the effective assessment
and management of financial risks,
the adequate execution of internal
controls and the compliance with laws
and regulations in each country.

Marcos Galperin
Roberto Balls Sallouti*
Nicolas Aguzin*

* independent

To know more
about each Director,
visit investor.
mercadolibre.com

Nominating and Corporate
Governance Committee
It nominates qualified individuals to become
members of the Board, on the basis of
the skills, competences and education
required for the position. These nominations
are further approved by the shareholders’
meeting. Moreover, it recommends and
supervises the applicable corporate
governance guidelines and the evaluations
of the Board and its committees.

Compensation Committee

Sustainability Committee

It defines the compensation strategy and

It encourages and supports the
formation of sustainability committees
across the region to deal with local
environmental challenges. It is made
up of an interdisciplinary team that
meets up quarterly in each country
and reports to the Chief Financial
Officer. They are in charge of:

programs applicable to the members of
the Board and the employees worldwide.
Its analysis is supported by the information
delivered by an international consulting
company specialized in compensations.

Mergers and
Acquisitions Committee
It reviews and approves mergers,
acquisitions and investments proposed
by the Board.

Corporate Conduct Committee
It supports the Board in the resolution
of issues related to ethical dilemmas
and the application of the Code of
Conduct. It establishes sanctions
in the case of violations of the code
and encourages everyone to report
irregularities. It promotes ethics and
values within the company, as well
as a strong culture of compliance.

IT Strategic Committee
It secures IT governance, advises on
strategic management and reviews
significant investments by the Board.
It holds quarterly meetings to help
the CEO oversee IT issues.

• Promoting the adoption of
sustainable habits within the
Mercado Libre community.
• Analyzing and assessing the status
of the organization, setting objectives
and action plans to cover the main
sustainability aspects.
• Creating a space for exchanging
ideas, and coordinating efforts to
preserve and improve the environment.

Risk Committee
It identifies and assesses the main
current risks, their impact and
probability of occurrence. It helps
the Board and the Audit Committee
in the execution of the company’s
Risk Management Framework,
by monitoring its enforcement
and effectiveness.
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Education
G4-43
Our success is based on our adaptability to fulfill the
needs of the industry and the users. In order to define
the business strategy, the Board learns continuously
about the latest trends from the industry reports we
prepare monthly. At least once a year we organize
a seminar with experts from the main business units,
where all managerial levels take part, including the
subsidiaries. Here we discuss the overall performance
of the company and the main plans for the different
areas. In 2016, we organized one retreat for all areas
and one specifically for IT.
Moreover, as a strategic partner, IT holds seminars
every six months where the department’s plans
and alignment with the business strategy are
communicated.

Ethics and integrity

When joining the company, all Mercado Libre staff
is trained in the contents of the Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics. Likewise, all suppliers,
customers and consultants shall endorse the
document when business starts.

Employees, suppliers, customers
and consultants must endorse
our Code of Ethics.
Hotline
In order to promote ethical, trustworthy behavior,
we provide our teams with an anonymous hotline
managed by an independent company. Actions
can be reported online, by phone or by e-mail.
This mechanism is controlled by the Audit Committee,
which is also in charge of examining and reviewing
its adequate execution. In 2016, 17 reports were
received through the hotline or through direct
communication with the internal audit committee
and analyzed.

G4-41, G4-56, G5-58

Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
Mercado Libre’s Code of Ethics sets forth the
principles applicable to information security and
confidentiality for all members of the organization.
It is updated annually and establishes the parameters
to act in case of possible conflicts of interests
or when inappropriate attitudes of employees
or executives are reported.

openboard.info/meli
001-866-817-1152 (or local line)
mercadolibre@openboard.info

US Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act (FCPA)
As a public company, we endorse the provisions
of US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA)
in connection with ethical practices when dealing
with government officials.
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Risk management
G4-45, G4-46, G4-47

Risk assessment process
In order to identify the different internal and external
factors that may create risks for the business and
assess their relevance, we carry out a thorough
assessment of every component of the company.
Once they are detected, we analyze their relevance
and prioritize the security actions to be implemented
in the most critical areas.
The task is responsibility of the Risk Committee,
which holds meetings every six months and carries
out one assessment per year. The results are
presented to the Audit Committee and the Board,
thus assuring the main risks for the business are
handled properly.

visibility of the risks and their possible effects,
thus simplifying strategic, operating, financial
and compliance decision-making.
Main categories of identified risks
• Strategy: related to the strategic objectives
of the business.
• Compliance: related to the compliance with the laws,
regulations, standards or regulatory requirements the
organization is subject to.
• Finance: related to the effective and efficient use
of the company’s financial resources.
• Operations: deriving from deficiencies or failures
in processes, people or external events, as well
as from the obsolescence, deficiency or failure of
the technology (systems, applications, databases)
needed for keeping the company’s lights on.

Our business risks are related to
certain strategic functions: sales,
marketing, IT, and R&D.

Framework of internal control

The process is then formalized into a risk
management standard, aimed at achieving balanced
risk management, based on the best practices set
forth by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations
(COSO) and in line with the Mercado Libre’s work
culture and practices. The risk management
framework provides the Management with clear

In order to identify the factors that might affect the
system of internal control of risks, concerns and
necessary mitigating actions, the Audit Management
periodically meets with those responsible for each
process, prepares surveys and submits monthly
compliance reports to the different areas and the
Chief Financial Officer. Moreover, risk matrices, and
IT and business process controls are used and

recorded onto SAP GRC-Process Control system.
When starting business with Mercado Libre, each
one of the most critical suppliers must prove to
have the correct control procedures in place. To this
purpose, we request the submission of the Statement
on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAE)
No. 16 or equivalent.

932

internal controls

43%

is considered key

Finally, we observe the provisions of US SarbanesOxley (SOX) Act that require companies to prepare
a report on their internal controls at each year end,
being the executive team responsible for maintaining
a suitable internal structure that mitigates risks of error
and fraud in the financial statements.
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useroriented
A community of entrepreneurs

A community of
entrepreneurs
DMA-products and service labeling,
DMA-marketing communications

The use of our platform
Buyers’ experience
Programs for sellers
Collaborative innovation
IT security

Mercado Libre users are the core of the
entrepreneurial effect. Therefore, we want
to give them a superior experience on an agile,
reliable platform that is consistent with the
highest e-commerce standards.
We have 1,362 customer service representatives
and web site moderators in different countries
that take care of the users’ experience and
satisfaction. Our IT infrastructure guarantees
a secure, operational platform at all times.
Likewise, we implanted policies to promote
and strengthen good conduct within our user
community, both inside and outside the platform.

We want to offer the best
user experience while
democratizing e-commerce
in Latin America.
We extend our spirit to the developer community
worldwide. We offer an open platform that invites
them to innovate to improve user experience and
the usability of the tool in general.
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How we use
our platform

6 10
out
of

90%

of transaction involve
new products

Users register
from cell phones

95%

1/3 ofandsales
of
60% traffic

85%

come from
mobile devices

of transactions
are at fixed price

of transactions
occur between
stores and consumers
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Buyers’ experience

others? Users can answer with a score from 0 to 10,
where 0 is “very unlikely” and 10 is “would definitely
recommend”. With the results, we segment users
into Promoters, Passive and Detractors.

Net Promoter Score (NPS)
DMA-Product and service labeling, G4-PR5
The loyalty and satisfaction of our users is crucial for
Mercado Libre's steady growth. We use Net Promoter
Scores (NPS) to measure users’ experience and
loyalty. NPSs help us hear the customers’ voice,
understand their needs, detect their main reasons
for dissatisfaction and provide concrete solutions
so that more customers choose us.
The measurement is based on the following question:
How likely is it for you to recommend Mercado Libre to

We got the highest NPS for
e-commerce companies in
Argentina (Bain & Company).
The NPS Analytics & Reporting work team, as a part
of the Customer Experience area, is responsible for
analyzing the quantitative and qualitative aspects
of the survey to identify opportunities for experience
improvement, and for reporting the results to the rest
of the company.

1

2

Detractors

They wouldn’t
recommend it.

3

4

5

6

Passive

They are
indifferent.

7

8

9

We believe that the best user experience is achieved
when employees receive the best training they can
get. This is why we increased the number of hours
of training of our Customer Service representatives
in the technical aspects of the products we sell,
the processes and service quality. This training
was administered by quality-certified professionals.
We train new hires for onboarding as well as for
rotations and continuous learning.
We also train our collaborators in human management:
for instance, leadership, problem solving, team work
and execution with excellence.

1,068 people trained
8,700 hours of training
From the Training in Customer Experience (CX) area,
we are committed to training the 1,650+ people
making up the team to drive their professional growth
and excellence in the creation of value. Most of them
are youngsters starting their careers, so we have
a direct impact on their future.

How likely is it for you to recommend Mercado Libre to others?

0

Training
the Customer Service Team

10

Promoters

They are very willing
to recommend it.

We want to offer the best user experience y continue
democratizing e-commerce in Latin America.
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Our Training Programs

New
hires

Job
rotation

Training program for new hires
at Customer Experience. It includes an
introduction to Mercado Libre, Customer
Experience and technical aspects.It takes
six hours a day for up to five weeks.

Technical training program for those
rotating across areas, such as Sales
and Accounts, Mercado Pago, Mercado
Envíos, Policies and Regulations
or Mediation and online channels

Continuous
learning

Result-boosting workshops based on
the opportunities detected at operation.
We also support training initiatives
led by Human Resources in talent
development, such as problem solving
techniques and leadership, etc.

Special
programs

Tailored programs developed with
our key partners. Some of them
are workshops for product releases,
“Un día en CX” (A day at CX) as an
invitation for all staff to visit us, and
“Mi primera experiencia” (My first
experience) for family members
who want summer internships.

Advertising policies

Non-delivery warranty

DMA-Customer heath and security G4-PR6
There are certain goods or services that are banned
in Mercado Libre because they are inappropriate or
they violate legislation. These products are listed in
the Terms and Conditions, and in the Advertising
Policies. Some of the banned products are illegal cell
phones, medications, fire works, violence-promoting
products, and adult services.

Our Buyer Protection Program helps us take care of
the user experience. If the user follows the purchase
instructions, makes the payment through Mercado
Pago and does not receive the product, they are
refunded in full.

We have a group of professionals dedicated to detect
them. If it becomes necessary to remove them from
sale, we implement the notice and takedown policy.
This means that we notify the sellers and we remove
this type of irregular products or adverts from
the platform.

Only users paying with Mercado Pago are entitled
to this warranty and to dispute the transaction up to 21
days after the offer was made.

Buyer protection policy

Faulty or incorrect
product delivery warranty
The Protected Purchase Program, available in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru,
Uruguay and Venezuela, guarantees users will be
refunded in full if they buy the product with Mercado
Pago and it presents manufacturing defects or it is
not up to expectations.

In Mercado Libre we make sure that buyers carry
out the transactions smoothly. If they do it with the
Mercado Pago platform, we protect their money
until they get the product they bought.

Only users that have made the payment with Mercado
Pago and reported the fault on the first ten days after
receiving the product are entitled to this warranty.

When the buyer pays, the seller can see the money
in the account, but has to wait to use it. This security
measure guarantees that the buyer has the time to
receive the product and test it. Moreover, they can
choose to receive the product through Mercado
Envíos, so the money will be protected until two days
after the post service notifies us the customer got
the product.
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Programs
for sellers

DMA-marketing communications

Mercado Líderes
Those who sell in Mercado Libre develop a reputation
as users within the platform. In order to join the
program, sellers must stand out due to the amount of
satisfactory deals, the percentage of positive scores,
and must have fulfilled certain requirements for the
previous 3 months.
Those who join Mercado Líderes can strengthen
their reputation as sellers and boost their sales
accessing a number of exclusive services.
Know the benefits and requirements
of the program per country

Resources for developers

Defense of intellectual property

Our guide for sellers clearly states how to deliver
the products that have been paid through our
Mercado Pago platform.

G4-PR6

We screen payments round the clock so that the
seller does not need to worry. If they see the payment
in their account, they can deliver the product.
We keep the money in their account with the highest
levels of security. When they want to withdraw it, they
are required a second password, so that they can rest
assured they are the only ones to manage it.
We protect their sale against chargebacks.
A buyer may challenge the dispute made with their
credit card. This is called “chargeback” and may
occur because:
• Someone used the credit card without the buyer’s
authorization.
• The buyer considers that the seller did not respect
what was agreed.
If the seller receives a chargeback, we contact
them and request proof of delivery of the product.
The program works only for physical products.
For the time being, it cannot be applied to the sales
of licenses, services or intangible goods.

We defend the creators’ intellectual property.
Therefore, we develop a program to stop the sale of
services that violate any intellectual property rights,
these being copyright, patent, trademarks, models
and/or industrial designs. Those who join the program
will be able to identify and request the removal of
those products that, in their opinion, violate their
intellectual property right.

1,700+ trademarks have joined
the intellectual property program.
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Collaborative
innovation

Tools for developers

We think innovating is positively transforming the
way people access the products or services they
are interested in in a simple, agile, effective way. It is
finding disruptive ways of transforming the way we
live and sharing them to create the new standards.

Spaces for consultation and exchange that optimize
the online selling and buying experiences. We invite
specialists to share market trends and experiences,
and encourage the generation of new ideas that help
improve the e-commerce applications.

We know that collaboration is
the main source of innovation.
Therefore, we open our own platform to developers
worldwide, so that they can build applications that
help sellers and buyers in Mercado Libre to improve
their experience and drive our development.
This open-door policy encourages developers
and other companies to grow their businesses,
by automating their sales and/or payment processes
and integrating into the largest and most secure
e-commerce platform in Latin America.

• Meetup Golang Buenos Aires: a free-of-charge
event open to the community. Two were organized
in 2016 gathering a total of 80 attendees.

Forum for the developer community

Certified Developers
Certification program for integrators available in
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Mexico and Chile.
Mercado Pago Partners Program
Recommendation-based program for select
integrators that have proven experience in the
deployment of new payment solutions.

IT conferences
• Full Stack Tech Buenos Aires: conference with
speakers from Argentina and abroad, in their native
languages and with simultaneous interpretation. Six
workshops were organized around the technologies
we use at Mercado Libre: GoLang, JS, UX, Origami.
They were attended by 700 people, and the money
from registration fees was destined to the equipment
and infrastructure of Aprendé Programando, an
event organized by the Ministry of Education of
the government of the City of Buenos Aires.

• Meetup Testing Buenos Aires: free of charge and
open to the community, it was attended by 40 people.
• Platinum sponsors of NodeConf Buenos Aires:
we helped Comunidad Node by sponsoring their
conferences that gathered 600 people in three days.
We participated with an open stand, where we offered
information about Mercado Libre’s technology and
work opportunities.
• Sponsors of Developer Day at Microsoft Buenos
Aires: free-of-charge, open event attended by 200
people. We contributed material, and volunteers
and we gave a talk about Mercado Libre.
• Hackaton Mercado Libre–Microsoft: free-ofcharge, open event for 50 people.
• Córdoba MELI Experience: loyalty-building
event for integrators and clients. About 600 people
attended the event in two days.

In 2017, we expect to increase
our participation in meetups
and open events by two-fold.
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IT security
Technology is the heart of our business, and our data
center infrastructure and software facilities are the
foundations for successful and secure transactions.
We update the hardware and software of our platform
regularly, which sometimes involves migrating to new
IT systems. For this reason, we have a Business
Continuity Plan for Mercado Pago and security
standards for managing incidents.

Business continuity plan
In order to anticipate possible contingencies and
assure business continuity, we are moving to an
environment of multiple data centers. Outsourcing
these services turns them into highly critical suppliers.
Our Business Continuity Plan guarantees operations
between our main data center, located in Virginia,
USA, and the alternative one in Atlanta, USA. We thus
minimize the impact of possible downtime and we
guarantee the complete recovery of all Mercado
Pago transactions.
The Plan includes a Maximum Contingency Manual
and a set of strategies, actions, procedures and
responsibilities to minimize the impact of possible
downtime and to restore the system as soon as
reasonably possible. In particular, we seek to
guarantee that each platform user can enter their
account, check the balance, request to withdraw the
available funds and be assured that the payments

made through Mercado Pago are properly processed,
in our site and in others.

failures are automatically notified by e-mail with
a report of the problem.

We guarantee business continuity under
any contingency.

A team of IT professionals is in charge of monitoring,
analyzing and fixing possible system outage. Every
week, a report is automatically created with problems,
and a notification is sent with the level of impact
on services if a drop is detected in the most critical
metrics. In turn, the team gathers with the affected
areas to discuss the causes and perform the
improvement actions.

A specialized work team updates the Business
Continuity Plan yearly for the Mercado Pago, which
is a regulated solution in several countries, such
as Brazil, Mexico and Uruguay, and has special
requirements from public agencies, such as in
Colombia and Venezuela. In 2016, apart from the
update, we carried out an active selection test.
The primary base of the data center in Virginia was
disabled and, the one in Atlanta was enabled for
a reasonable time as a working secondary base
for the main user base that is common to the whole
ecosystem. So, we could check that all requests
from the site were successfully resolved through
the secondary base.
Even though our plan and the tests affected only
Mercado Pago, the key components shared across
Mercado Libre’s ecosystem fell within scope.

Tools for developers
It is crucial for our business to minimize the risks
associated with service interruptions, delays
or stoppage. For this reason, we have thorough,
automated IT security risk analysis and control
processes in place. The areas that experience system

On the other hand, given the growing risk of service
interruption due to DDoS (attacks made by a large
inflow of information from several connection points),
we hired the services of a supplier that allows us to
channel traffic their way so that they can identify the
source of the threat.
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In 2016, the systems went through a total
downtime of 3,164 minutes, i.e. about 52 hours
all year round.

Number of service interruptions
35

Number of events
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Information privacy
and data protection
DMA-Client privacy, G4-PR8
Users’ information privacy is our priority. Therefore, we
take the necessary precautions to secure the information
in our platform, with the most comprehensive, most
efficient IT security mechanisms.
We hold great responsibility for privacy, as we
manage information of millions of users. In order
to prevent breaches and the use of our users’
information, we supervise alerts and threats,
and we adjust our security policies accordingly.

0

Quarter

Total client downtime
(seconds)

Information classification
This project was born of the necessity to identify
those places where critical information is hosted,
not only because they impact in standards such
as SOX or PCI DSS, but also because they have
personal data of our users or information about our
business. In this way, the controls and the associated
operating processes are optimized.
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For more details, please read our information privacy
and confidentiality policies.
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We started with our databases, by classifying them
by owner according to the 3 information foundations:
confidentiality, integrity and availability. 18% of the
existing 762 databases were critical. As a result,

we executed the existing controls and we added
new ones where necessary. Moreover, we performed
periodic scans to detect personal information and/
or business critical data to always have a updated
map of them.
Then we fed information used in several business
processes, but not stored in databases, such as
corporate or cloud-based e-mail.
Financial information
quality and security
standards
We understand the importance of protecting the
financial information of every buyer; so, we encrypt
data securely (TLS) at Mercado Pago. This action
guarantees our compliance with the highest online
security standards, the PCI-DSS certification
(Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard).
Moreover, as of 2015, we have applied the IT security
framework proposed by the US National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), which issues
standards, best practices and recommendations for
the protection of the company’s critical infrastructure.
During the period, we analyzed the global maturity
of the main security processes based on several
guidelines, such as Asset Management, Risk
Assessment and Management, Event and Anomaly
Detection, Information Protection, and we will take
the necessary actions to comply with them.
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Finally, we have a policy of personal data
protection that the Department of Legal Affairs and
Government Relations checks annually. In Argentina,
Mercado Libre is registered in the Registro Nacional
de Base de Datos (National Register of Databases).
Incident response and management process
Due the traffic in and the popularity of our platform,
we are exposed to phishing attacks targeting our
users every day. These attacks create false sites
mimicking the design of our platform to obtain
personal and financial information from our users.
In order to protect our community from these attacks,
we have processes in place to detect phishing
actions automatically so that we can prevent them,
reduce the number of affected users and act
immediately. This process is complemented with
a grievance report channel on the Help section of
our web site where we invite our users to report
cases of phishing.

1,097 phishing attacks were
detected and eliminated.
66% of the attacks were detected
automatically.

External malware detection
In order to detect suspicious domains that may
jeopardize the service in our platform, we are
supported by Netcraft, a company specialized in
the analysis of server and web hosting market share,
including the detection of web server and OS types.
Their analyses help us identify which domains are
related to external malware to take the necessary
mitigation actions.

In 2016, no external malwarerelated threats were detected.
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our
team
Mercado Libre Culture

Mercado Libre culture
Our culture and principles define the foundations
of everything we do: we are challenged to play
a leading role and we do our best to leverage
opportunities. We take on the power of doing,
guided by the entrepreneurial spirit we have
inside.

At Mercado Libre, we share the sense and ways of
doing things everywhere we are. This was our vision
when we decided to create a mid- and long-term
project that expects to define and spread in four
years a philosophy that will govern our way of doing
things for over a century. A genuine, leading culture
that spreads, attracts and makes sense of every task.

An entrepreneurial team
Attracting the best team
Working for Mercado Libre

Cultural journey for a centennial Mercado Libre

Network communication
Internal satisfaction survey
Relations with the trade union
Diversity

2014 Diagnosis of the

2015 Design of

2016 Implementation

current culture.

cultural principles.

of the Action Plan.

Definition of the
desired culture.

Process with
the executive team.

Process with
leaders.

2017 Change consolidation.
2018 Raising the bar.

Professional development and performance
Compensation and recognition

New cultural principles
Our cultural principles inspire us to be
an organization that impacts, transforms
and creates the future.
We create value for our users.
• We build impact tools that democratize
trade and payment.
• We offer excellent experience.
• We encourage entrepreneurship and
digital development.

We undertake projects taking risks.
• We think big and long term.
• We never give up.
• We seek to run the extra mile.
We execute with excellence.
• We do things with high quality standards.
• We keep them simple.
• We honor our commitments.
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We are in a continuous state of development.
• We live every change as an opportunity.
• We try and correct until we get it right.
• We learn from our mistakes.
We compete in teams to win.
• We collaborate within Mercado Libre
and we compete with others.
• We build up the best teams
and trust their decisions.
• We advocate meritocracy.
We do our best and have fun.
• We work very hard and with great dedication.
• We recognize our achievements.
• We promote a healthy, happy, fun environment.

#AdnMELI
In 2016 we launched our program #AdnMELI, which
consisted in three modules designed to share and
encourage the adoption of the desired culture among
the company leaders. They were attended by 43 VPs
and executives, 175 Managers and Senior Managers,
and 170 Supervisors.
Cultura@MELI
Awareness-raising module focused on designing
a platform for constructive leadership, which
explains the new culture, the role of leaders and
the differences they need to balance out.

MiAporte@MELI
Awareness-raising activities of self-knowledge and
support for change. Part of a specialist-led advice
and holistic feedback session. The instruments
used to diagnose the current culture and individual
leadership are those developed by international
consulting firm Human Synergistics, Inc.
Liderazgo@MELI
Skills deployment stage which involved developing
scenarios to get leaders to reconnect with the
entrepreneur DNA and its evolution.

Miles of our cultural journey
49 day-long gatherings
218 individual diagnoses
200 individual coaching sessions
40 hours per participant
6 to 9 months of dedication
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entrepreneurial team
An entrepreneurial
G4-10

1.820
1,820
mujeres
44%women

12%

44%

2.325

We per
areregion
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Employees

Per age
breakdown
Employees per region

Below 30 years of age
Mexico

3%

36%

2,325

hombres
56%

men
56%

the best
companies to work at
in Argentina according
to Great Place to Work,
and in Brazil according
Mexico
3%
to ranking
VOCE SA.
130

63%

130

65 Women
Between 30 and 50 years of age
65 Men

Venezuela
111

Colombia
278
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63%

111

Colombia 7%
278
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141 Men
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We are one of the best
companies Chile
3%
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15%
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according
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3% Venezuela

Over 502%
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56 age
Women
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1,186

639

15%

1,186

Uruguay
639

335 Women
304 Men

521 Women
1164 Men

Brazil

668 Women
518 Men

Chile 2%
Uruguay117

Argentina
1,685

29%

Brazil

41%

Argentina
1,685
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Attracting the best team
DMA-Employment
Apart from being a company with exponential growth,
which requires hiring collaborators continuously to
cover different positions, we are a talent-breeding
organization. It is strategic for our business to
attract and retain the best collaborators. We know
that, nowadays, job selection is a mutual process
happening between the employer and the potential
employee. Talents ask, research and learn about
the culture and values of the organizations they are
applying into. Therefore, we deploy an employing
trademark strategy in order to communicate
Mercado Libre’s value proposal effectively to
the candidates.

Exchanges
For many years, we have welcomed foreign students
who arrive to complete their internship programs at
Mercado Libre. We currently have agreements with
Standford University and the MIT in the United States.

Program Futuros Líderes
Training program Futuros Líderes allows us to hire
candidates with high leadership potential to be in
charge of impact actions in the company. Candidates
are prepared to take up strategic positions of
leadership within the company in the mid-term.

The program invites students or graduates under 30
years of age, with an entrepreneurial profile and an
outstanding academic performance, from industrial
engineering, economics or similar background,
with post-graduate or master’s courses and prior
experience of three years in first-class companies.
In its fourth edition (2016), we chose 5 future leaders.
Those who joined in previous years are now in
leadership positions.

Number and rates of hires1
G4-LA1
Hires per gender and age group

Talent attraction campaign
We have a clear goal: to be the first go-to choice of
the talents in the region. Our attraction strategy is
based both on massive and targeted campaigns we
deploy in different online and offline channels, and
gets even more relevant with the cooperation of the
key stakeholders: our employees.
One of the highlights in 2016 was the IT CHALLENGE,
an online contest that challenged 300 participants to
solve IT technical security and development problems.
We also organized webinars with Mercado Libre
experts, streamed chats with our CEO, participated
in talks at universities and welcomed students in our
Open House sessions.

Between 30 and %
50 years of age

Total

%

72%

Younger than %
30 years of age
504
79%

138

21%

642

21%

212
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21
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19
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10
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30

75%
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Uruguay
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41%

130

59%

200
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21

10%

221

36%

Venezuela

26

55%

21

45%

38

81%

9

19%

47

41%

Total

699

42%

980

58%

1,321

79%

358

21%

1,679 46%

Country

Women %

Men %

Argentina

178

28%

464

Brazil

256

55%

Chile

10

Colombia

1
The rate of hires is calculated on the basis of the total number for each category (age group, gender and country).
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Working for Mercado Libre
G4-LA2
People are our main asset to reach success. We take
care of them and motivate them with policies, benefit
programs, services and activities to promote their
well-being and a healthy work environment. Many
of the practices we mention below have been jointly
created with our collaborators.

Policies of personal
and work life flexibility
• Maternity and paternity
We have a flexible policy for pregnant women and
mothers, which was defined on the basis of the
suggestions from a group of pregnant collaborators.
- Once they are back from their leave or extension,
new mothers can enjoy a reduced work day during the
first year of the child, with no reduction in the wages.
- If the mother decides to extend their leave, and
according to the particular legal provisions in each
country, we offer a 120-day paid leave of absence.
- From the first and up to the second year of the
child, mothers can choose to work from home,
to be able to start later or finish earlier to cover such
needs as going to the doctor or taking the kid for
the adaptation period at the kindergarten, etc.

- Depending on the particular legal provisions of each
country, fathers are guaranteed a 10-working-day
leave of absence to share the first moments of their
children. For some time after the leave of absence,
they can choose to work from home a few days
a week to spend more time with the family.
- In the case of an adoption, the mother has a 120day leave of absence from the moment she receives
the child. This leave of absence is the same for same
gender couples, and applicable to one of the parents.
Once the leave of absence finishes, they can also
enjoy our soft landing policy.
Crèche and reimbursement for care expenses.
• Additional leave of absence and holidays
to those provided by law
• Home office on demand
• Health and well-being programs
Program to create opportunities to take care of
and promote the well-being of our staff, including
fruit and healthy eating at the office, running,
yoga, mindfulness activities and sport contests,
among others.

MELI Academy: working and learning
software development with no prior
experience
An innovating in-company training program.
Participants join as employees from the very
first day, they receive theoretical and practical
training in next generation technology and,
if they pass the final evaluation, they stay at
Mercado Libre’s Software Development Center.
The only requirements to apply are to have
knowledge of programming logics and to have
finished attending or being in the last year of IT
studies. It is carried out in Buenos Aires and
in Cordoba. In 2016, 16 people participated.
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Network communication

A transmedia internal
communication strategy

Our communication is mainly humane and genuine:
a conversation that may occur in any of our internal
channels. Each channel is an opportunity to promote
constant joint creation, captured in netarchic
communication “from everyone to everyone”.

At Mercado Libre we believe in contagious
communication. We think emerging, viral communication
is as valuable as that which is formally generated.
Because we are more interested in content relevance
than in sender hierarchy, our internal communication
channels are ever more collaborative and netarchic.

Instead of institutions and areas giving speeches
and releasing statements, people chat about their
experience in Mercado Libre and enhance it. Leaders
(formal and informal) get involved and develop
their teams by working with an open-door policy.
They keep communication flowing and promote
the development of a flexible, open culture that
is focused on the work environment.
In order to make the entrepreneur culture possible,
our work spaces are horizontal, open and transparent:
there are no individual offices, but many common
areas, which favors collective intelligence. These
physical spaces have a digital correlation that
prevents location from limiting conversations, and we
can make a more efficient use of time and resources,
thus avoiding moves and travel. All collaborators have
a notebook so that they can easily move as well as
a toolkit to connect virtually, for example hangouts,
and free connectivity.

We are the first company in
Latin America to use Workplace
by Facebook as an internal
communication channel.
Internal communication channels
• Workplace MELI by Facebook: value talks, in which
employees are information consumers y producers.
• Business Circle and Business Reviews: quarterly
meetings to share business results.

• #EnTuZapato: integration initiative to promote
knowledge across areas and relationships between
collaborators from different teams.
• In-person events: monthly after-office gatherings
for collaborators from all venues.
• Campaigns to boost strategic issues developed
at Workplace.
• Listening spaces: surveys from Workplace.
• Focus groups: active listening environments to
know the employees’ view on internal communication.
• Co-coverage: coverage of internal activities in
which participants play the role of reporters.
• Summits and retreats: gatherings where teams
reflect on their achievements, analyze challenges and
projects in common.
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Chats with
the CEO
G4-49

Internal
satisfaction survey

Relations with
the trade union
G4-11

In matters of relevant conversation, our CEO takes the
initiative. Every month he invites to an streamed open
chat to discuss topics proposed by the employees
from different regional locations. The event is streamed
live through our collaboration platform Workplace
MELI and is saved to be used as reference material
or to be watched by those who could not follow it
live. This year, leaders from different areas started
using this practice with their teams every three or
six months.
Moreover, our CEO shares informal breakfasts with
employees across the company to discuss in person
the projects they are working on and encourage
collaboration.
In 2016 we launched " Conversaciones en MELI”
(Conversations at MELI), a series of relaxed interviews,
in which we seek to know the people behind the ideas,
the projects and the achievements at Mercado Libre,
who share them in a relaxed, spontaneous way.

Every year, we carry out an anonymous pulse survey
to know our collaborators’ opinions and expectations.
We measure internal satisfaction based on criteria such
as career development, recognition, entrepreneurial
possibilities, etc. We listen to their opinions and
measure people’s perceptions thoroughly.
The results are shared with all the team so that
the most critical indicators are analyzed and an
action plan is designed for each area depending
on their needs. Then, we work on the design and
implementation of the plans, tracking on and
assessing their efficacy.
Also, one of the leaders’ performance objectives
is the indicator of their team satisfaction. Integrating
this criterion in the performance assessment helps us
achieve and promote an excellent work environment.

In 2016, the level of commitment
of Mercado Libre employees in
the whole region averaged 76%.

At Mercado Libre, 40% of the employees is covered
by collective bargaining agreements in Argentina,
Brazil and Uruguay.
All our employees in Brazil are represented by the
IT workers trade union in the State of Sao Paulo and
some of our employees in Argentina are represented
by the commerce employees’ trade union.
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Diversity
DMA - Diversity and equal opportunity,
G4-10, G4-LA12, G4-HR3
Diversity in our teams is a very valuable asset,
because it helps us understand and respond to
the users’ expectations, and create intuitive,
reliable products, to be a step ahead of their needs.
Therefore, we commit to equal opportunity in all
employment-related aspects and we do not tolerate
any type of discrimination or harassment.

Gender diversity is an area in which we still have a
lot to do, both within the organization and the industry
as well. Thus, in 2016 we organized awareness-raising
sessions for female leaders and the management. This
listening spaces helped us design and strengthen
actions to improve women’s career development
and women’s representation in places of leadership.

Staff breakdown
G4-LA12
Professional categories broken down per gender and age group
Professional category

Women %

Men

%

Younger
%
than 30
years of age

Between
30 and 50
years of age

%

Over 50
years
of age

%

Analysts and assistants

1,565

46%

1,858

54%

2,465

72%

953

28%

10

0%

Supervisors

176

39%

271

61%

147

33%

295

67%

0

0%

Managers

52

34%

102

66%

16

10%

138

90%

0

0%

Sr managers

22

30%

52

70%

4

5%

70

95%

0

0%

Executives

4

14%

25

86%

0

0%

28

97%

1

3%

VPs

1

6%

16

94%

0

0%

16

94%

1

6%

CEO

0

0%

1

100%

0

0%

1

100%

0

0%

Total

1,820

44%

2,325

2,632

63%

1,501

36%

12

1%

56%
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Professional development
and performance

Mercado Libre’s performance management system is a comprehensive process
developed in four stages:

G4-LA11
We encourage the professional growth of all our collaborators, underpinned
by the vision that each one is their own entrepreneur in their careers and
learning processes. The key to reach individual and business goals lies in
a high-performance culture, in which efficiency and competitiveness of all
our collaborators is guaranteed. Therefore, we have a comprehensive view of
performance, as we understand it is a system that helps achieve goals and favors
professional development. This system helps us identify how each area contributes
to the implementation of our strategy.

Plans of individual development

20%

Nuevo Performance Management
In 2016, we started using Nuevo Performance Management (NPM, New Performance
Management), a tool integrating the cultural principles into performance
management; this allows each collaborator to measure how much and how their
contributions impact on the cultural challenge and the development of #AdnMELI.

Each collaborator is an entrepreneur,
shaping their professional development.

How Mercado Libre’s collaborators’ development plans
are structured.

70%

I. Establishment of objectives
II. Plan of individual development
III. Continuous feedback
IV. Mid-year review

10%

With NPM, each one is an entrepreneur in charge of their own performance: they
open, design, change and close their objective plan. The starting point is knowing
how to strategically set and reach individual and business objectives.

Performance assessment
EXPERTISE
• Projecting
• Experimenting
• Co-creating
• Innovating
• Solving
problems
• Living our culture

SHARING
• Talking with experts
• Sharing
best practices
• Interacting on
collaborative platforms
• Giving and receiving
feedback to/from
colleagues and
superiors

TRAINING AND
FORMAL EDUCATION
• Learning with
courses and books
• Webinars
• Online courses
(MOOCs)

All Mercado Libre’s employees who joined before September 30, 2016, had their
annual performance assessment.

Talent management
Our talent management process covers all positions, from supervisors upwards,
and aims at guaranteeing that our employees grow in their current positions
and into their future roles, motivated to be entrepreneurs shaping up their own
development.
The process comprises four key elements: potential assessment and calibration,
succession plans, customized development and feedback.
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Education
We want our talents to expand their knowledge and
strengthen their skills constantly, learning mainly from
on-the-job experiences and formal education. Instead
of promoting the traditional ways of learning, we
encourage the creation of communities and networks
where knowledge and learning flow in a collaborative,
entrepreneurial way. Thus, we use social platforms
where we share interactive virtual training sessions
in real time.

We stake on disruptive learning
management that is aligned with
the nature of our industry.
In the next few years we will focus on developing
leadership skills across the organization within our
learning platform. Thanks to our program LeaderME,
we train first-time managers and junior leaders for
seven months. Several formats are combined, such
as in-person workshops, debates and virtual practice.
The program was implemented across the region for
all mid-management leaders within Mercado Libre.

Compensation
and recognition

performance results as a multiplying factor,
depending on the degree of achievement of
the goals defined at the beginning of the year.

G4-LA13, G4-44 y G4-51

The Board’s Compensation Committee reviews
and establishes the schemes applicable to executive
officers and directors, the global compensation
strategy for all employees and the specific annual
compensation of executive officers. During this
review, the Committee analyzes the current programs
and the need to change them to achieve the
compensation objectives.

Our compensation policy is based on performance
and the concepts of fairness, competitiveness and
differentiation. It is defined by the Management and
approved by the Board, and establishes salaries,
incentives and other benefits that are suitable for
the different organizational levels, according to the
expected performance and conduct.
In order to guarantee fair treatment, compensations
are reviewed twice a year. Moreover, we make sure
to offer compelling, competitive compensations as
compared to the rest of industry, for which we are
advised by a renown HR company.

Our policy expects to place
us on percentile 75 of the
technology ranking.
All employees, from junior positions to the
management, receive a performance-tied annual
bonus. This bonus is calculated based on the
company’s financial results and the individual
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environment

Environmental
management
G4-EN3, DMA - Effluents and waste, G4-EN23
Taking care of the environment is a fundamental
aspect of Mercado Libre’s commitment to having
a long-term sustainable business.

Environmental management
Sustainable architecture
4Rs: Rethink, Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle
Carbon footprint measurement

Our environmental strategy is based on three
pillars: Sustainable architecture, the 4Rs
and Carbon footprint measurement.
We focus on energy resource efficiency in
our processes and operations to minimize
the impact on the environment.

Sustainable
architecture
In order to have an infrastructure with a
decreasing impact on the environment, we
thought and designed our work spaces with
sustainable criteria. Thus, many of our new
locations are LEED Core & Shell certified.
The opening of MeliCidade in Brazil was a huge
milestone in terms of sustainable architecture
as it helped us reduce the energy intensity in
the country by 82.8%. Our offices in Colombia
have 84 160w rooftop solar panels, with installed
capacity to generate up to 5% of the energy
of the common spaces in the building.

For the next report period, we will formalize LEED
certification for commercial interiors for the two big
projects we are developing in Buenos Aires; we are
aiming at getting GOLD certification.
MeliCidade, a sustainable town
In 2016, we opened MeliCidade, an exclusive venue
for Mercado Libre’s team outside Sao Paulo, built
following sustainable criteria. A total of 33,000 m2 is
distributed in three buildings; 17,000 m2 correspond
to built areas and 16,000 m2 to open air spaces,
inspired in the offices in Silicon Valley.
With this space, we could increase our staffing
capabilities in Brazil by 38%, creating 2,242 new
work positions.
MeliCidade has multiple solutions to optimize the use
of natural resources.
Half of the consumed energy is obtained from 2,000
solar panels located on the roof of the venue. Lighting
is fully automated, with LED bulbs, which reduces
energy consumption by 75%. As in all our offices,
this complex has big windows that favor natural
lighting in each work space. Four water tanks were
set up to supply rain water for irrigation and sanitary
use, reducing the utilization of drinking water for
this purpose.
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Recycling and reutilization practices are also
deployed in MeliCidade. The venue has containers
for collecting recyclable waste and a composter
for organic waste.
The mobility of our collaborators was one of the
big challenges we had to face given the distance
between the venue and the city center. In order
to reduce the footprint caused by movements,
we encourage carpooling among employees.

MeliCidade in numbers

1,542
work
positions

Auditorium
for 200
people

140
meeting
rooms

33,000 m
16,000 m2
of open
air space

2

2,800
1,800
solar
panels

cut down on
energy use
by up to 38%

1,000 kg
of organic
composte
per month
donated to
community
farms in
Osasco

LED bulbs

pull down energy
use by up to 75%

Rain water
recovery system
for sanitary use and
irrigation of green spaces
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4Rs: Rethink, Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle

For the next report period, we propose to extend the
program to the organic portion of our waste and all
Mercado Libre venues. This can be expected to help
us reach recovery rates over 47%.

We are convinced that, as a community, we
can connect with each other, rethink processes,
reduce utilization, reuse materials and recycle
products, in order to minimize our footprint and
foster a positive impact in the environment.

#EcoFriday
A responsible consumption campaign -unique in the
e-commerce industry worldwide-, which creates a
positive social, environmental and economic impact
both on the organization and the community.
With global vision and local action, we seek
players –from micro-entrepreneurs to certified
B Corporations –that conscientiously encourage
responsible consumption by offering sustainable
products. The campaign encouraged the sale of
products that were sustainable, because they were
energy-efficient, or they were produced locally,
or because they used recycled materials or they
could reduce the emission of pollutants. Some of
the EcoFriday categories were composters, solar
panels, recycled products and bicycles.

Recycling Program
By raising awareness among our collaborators,
we create real impact on the reduction of the
waste generated by the operations. Since 2015,
the program has trained teams in the correct
separation of waste at origin. Thanks to their
commitment, in 2016 we managed to recover
19 ton of such materials as plastic, paper,
cardboard paper and aluminum.

19 ton of recovered waste

With over 18,000 products sold in more than 100
categories and subcategories, we connected,
empowered and boosted over 250 sellers,
20 of which were micro-entrepreneurs using
an e-commerce platform for the first time.
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Carbon footprint
measurement and reduction
In 2016, we commited to go further into measuring
and reducing our environmental footprint. To get full
visibility of our global emissions, we expanded the
measurement scope to cover all the countries where
we operate.

When measuring, we consider the three scopes
of GHG emission:

Measuring the carbon footprint helps us identify
the sources of emission of greenhouse gas (GHG)
in our operations and their critical points. With this
information we can define the objectives and the
most effective mitigating policies.

• Scope 2 or indirect: from the energy purchased
and consumed by Mercado Libre.

We use the guidelines in the standards
Greenhouse Gas Protocol of the World Resource
Institute (WRI) and World Business Council of
Sustainable Development (WBCSD). This protocol
is one of the most widely used and recognized
worldwide to understand, quantify and handle
corporate GHG emissions.

• Scope 1 or direct: fugitive emissions from
refrigerant systems.

• Scope 3: transportation of officials, flights and
third-party transfers

We expanded the scope
of our carbon footprint
measurement to all
the region

Estimation of Mercado Libre’s
global emissions
G4-EN15, G4-EN16 y G4EN17

Scope 1
65 t CO2
(0.18%)

Scope 2
2.441 t CO2
(6.74%)

Scope 3

32.800 t CO2
(92.9%)

35.306 t CO2e
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Emissions
Total
per country
(in t CO2e)

0%

3%
11%

153

909

Scope 2
per country

23%
7,455

3,476

(in t CO2e)

2%
670

4%

8%
193

Per category

3%
64

(in t CO2e)

91

1%

6%

2,293

2,441

7%

27

Mercado Envío

2%
41

2,445

Cloud servers

1%
199

7%

Electrical consumption

19%
477

9%

3,048

Corporate trips
Collaborators’ mobility

63%

60%

71%

1,598

19,332

25,013

Energy consumption
5%

Per country
(in GJ)

10%

1,016

Energy
intensity
per country

2,358

3%
660

2%

46%

492

10,417

2%

0.55

0.9

0.4

(en GJ/m2)

387

0.18

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Mexico

3.37
1.77
5.08

References
Argentina

3.3

3.95

0.39

7,062

5.62

9.15

(GJ/employee)

0.2

0.79

32%

Energy
intensity
per employee
in each country

Uruguay

Venezuela
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Our commitments

Virtualization

We made the decision to work on setting goals and implementing reduction strategies,
especially focused on developing new projects.

Mercado Libre’s platform power lies in the
number of servers it needs.
In order to minimize the generated footprint,
in 2016 we deployed a new version of our cloud
with more features and fewer limitations. This
helped us increase the amount of servers per
physical unit and have 56 virtual servers per
physical one, an increase of 86.7% as compared
to 2015.

Measure and work to
reduce the impact of
our value chain.

Develop a more efficient
policy of server growth.

Include environmental
objectives in the
management dashboards
of IT leaders.

Analyze the demand for
internal infrastructure to
identify reduction targets
and optimize our cloud.

Virtualization helps us
save resources and space,
and reduce our footprint.
Moreover, by mapping one physical core to
each virtual core, we managed to eliminate the
processing memory over-mapping, thus reaching
a 40% improvement in application efficiency.

Certify LEED in our new
offices in Buenos Aires.

Replace all lights
with LED systems.

Install renewable
energy generators.

Boost sustainable
mobility among the
employees: relaunch
carpooling initiatives,
encourage the use
of public transport
and bikes.
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community
Entrepreneurial culture
Social investment

Entrepreneurial
culture
DMA - Indirect economic impacts

Historias que inspiran

We are convinced of the importance
entrepreneurs and SMBs have in the social and
economic growth of a country. And we know that
our platform may foster this development, thanks
to how its tools complement one another and
how easy it is to trade products and services.

Regional contest in which we train and reward
the entrepreneurs who have developed their
businesses through an e-commerce platform
and whose stories may inspire others.

To make the vision come true, we design a proposal
to train in the use of our ecosystem of products,
we encourage and finance the entrepreneurial
development, we advocate equal opportunity
in the community, and we foster volunteer work
and intrapreneurship in our team.
We believe in the synergy and the multiplying
power of collaboration; therefore, the design
and deployment of our business education
and development programs is carried out with
strategic allies, such as civil society organizations
and different areas of government.

The competition, which we organize with
Endeavor, started in Argentina and in 2016
it was also extended to Brazil and Mexico.
In order to participate, the e-commerce tools
used in the venture must have an effective,
new impact with real business value.
Historias que inspiran has given out USD 55,000 in
awards distributed among a winner for the whole
region and one for each participating country.

624
stories

320 Argentina
184 Brazil
120 Mexico

USD 25,000

regional winning
award

USD 10,000 local
awards (3)
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Academia BA Emprende
Together with the Ministry of Modernization, Innovation
and Technology of the City of Buenos Aires, we
offered a free training program for entrepreneurs
in our Alem venue in Argentina.
The proposal, which was offered as part of the
initiative Academia BA Emprende, focused on the
development of entrepreneurial skills and agile
methodologies to solve problems. The program
involved 24 hours of training for 30 entrepreneurs.
Ciudades para emprender
We participated in program Ciudades para Emprender
organized by the Department of Entrepreneurs and
SMBs (SEPYME) of the Ministry of Production, which
is aimed to develop entrepreneurial ecosystems in
different cities in the country.
One of the challenges of this initiative is to develop
entrepreneurial management skills in the local public
arena. We received representatives from over 30
cities, who shared a talk with Pedro Arnt, CFO
at Mercado Libre.

Training for Entrepreneurs
with NGOs
Initiative that we carry out with fourstrategic partners:
Gmaj Ajdut and Mujeres 2000 from Argentina; and
Fundación Tzedaká and Ceprodich from Uruguay.
Mercado Libre employees share their knowledge
voluntarily with entrepreneurs in a series of training
sessions coordinated by those organizations about
personal finance, entrepreneurship, e-commerce and

the use of the platform. They were divided into
70 hours of class attended by 109 beneficiaries
and given by 57 volunteers from the company.

Universidad Mercado Libre

Economías inclusivas

A platform with online courses and webinars to help
entrepreneurs, salespeople, companies, importers
or distributors to sell their products over the Internet
efficiently, improving the users' experience.

A pilot program we launched in 2016 with Ashoka,
an international network of innovating social
entrepreneurs; Social Lab, an organization that
supports disruptive, sustainable ventures in their
early stages; and Mujeres 2000, an NGO supporting
micro business run by women and/or families.

We currently have about 90,000 registered users
on the free platform that works across the region
and offers unlimited use. Universidad Mercado
Libre offers over 40 courses about e-commerce
and related to the products of our ecosystem.

The test, in which 18 entrepreneurs and 15 volunteers
from Mercado Libre participated, aimed at installing
our platform as a tool to help them increase their
sales and income, and improve their life quality.
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MELI Fund
G4-EC8

In 2013 we launched MELI Fund to finance start-ups
that can deliver innovating IT developments with
excellence for our platform. Through MELI Fund we
invest in developments that we consider valuable for our
ecosystem, have potential for growth and for which having
Mercado Libre as a strategic investor is value added.

USD 3,000.000
Invested in
start-ups in
the region
Number of companies
that received investment
per country

The companies access a special mentoring program
designed with Endeavor, in which an advisory board
supports them in the design and deployment of the
business strategy. The advisory boards have two
mentors from Mercado Libre and one from Endeavor.
So far we have made up nine advisory boards with over
18 collaborators from the company.
We have invested USD 3 million in 16 portfolio companies
and we plan to extend the investment to up to
USD 10 million in the short term. In 2016 we extended
the Meli Fund strategy to cover more mature projects.
This change meant we started investing in two stages:
seeds and series A. In the last year we invested in Clinc
in Argentina, Trocafone and Ingresse in Brasil, and
Meloencargo in Chile.

Brasil
5

536 employees
affected in 2016

Mexico
1

Argentina
9

Chile
1

USD 40 million
turnover in 2016
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Social investment
Local communities, G4-SO1
We believe that there is no better way to make
our commitment to the development of the
communities real than by sharing and spreading
the entrepreneurial effect. Therefore, we put
our ecosystem of solutions in our platform at
the service of non-profit organizations. We also
encourage our collaborators to channel their
social vocation into our volunteer programs and
to become agents of change in their communities.
Mercado Libre’s investment strategy is defined
regionally and adapted locally to boost their
social impact throughout Latin America.

Mercado Libre Solidario
With our mission of democratizing and capitalizing
the potential of e-commerce in mind, we work to
strengthen NGOs by adding our solutions to their
fund raising strategy.
The organizations that join Mercado Libre Solidario
can integrate their virtual store in their web pages.
They can use Mercado Libre, Mercado Shops,
Mercado Envíos and Mercado Pago at no cost,
can create buttons for single or monthly donations
and have continuous support to use the tools.

Arbusta, a strategic partner focused on rendering
services to the digital economy, creating work for
young people and women in vulnerable situations but
with high potential, gives us support and assistance
in all the locations where Mercado Libre Solidario
is operating.

Over 655 NGOs in Latin America
are part of Mercado Solidario
USD 2 million+
raised in 2016
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Together with Wingu, a non-profit organization
with the mission of boosting the work of other NGOs
in Latin America by including technologies and
innovating methodologies, we develop training
programs on topics that are important for the
organizations’ growth.
We helped Wingu by sponsoring their Social
Technology and Innovation Festival (FITS),
a one-day open, free-of-charge gathering where
participants share training in technology and
innovating methodologies to strengthen the civil
society organizations. In its 2016 edition, 1,700
people and 676 members of NGOs attended
multiple talks and workshops by 126 speakers.
Moreover, we organized tow webinars in Spanish
and Portuguese about fund-raising and loyalty
development for NGOs, which were attended by
over 340 representatives of more than 130 NGOs.
With the same goal in mind, we helped to organize
in-person workshops about online fund-raising
tools, attended by 190 members of 150 NGOs
from Argentina, Colombia and Mexico.

2,230
participants in
the activities

950

NGOs
trained

Program In-Pacto
We encourage social vocation of our collaborators
and their desire to become agents of change, making
budgetary allocations available for social projects.
A monthly allocation of USD 1,000 was voted by an
internal committee to be assigned for ten months
to a project that contributes to the development and
promotion of socially and economically vulnerable
population of each country.
In 2016, there were 10 winning projects and
the beneficiary NGOs were: Ayres de Esperanza,
ATIADIM, Fundación Amigos de la Tierra, la
Asociación Civil Sonrisas and Fundación Federico
Dominck, from Argentina; Fundación Dejamos
Huellas from Colombia; Corporación Simón de Cirene
from Chile; Casa de las Mercedes from Mexico;
Hospital de la Mujer from Uruguay; and Fundación
Embajadores Comunitarios from Venezuela.

23 projects

10,000+

10 winners

USD 10,000
invested

submitted

beneficiaries
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Volunteering in the community
Our program Hagamos un clic invites collaborators
to be part of activities with positive impact in their
communities, which are coordinated by civil society
organizations. All Mercado Libre employees can
devote 18 hours a year to volunteering activities.

200 volunteers
Volunteer programs in which we participate
• Invertir Vale la pena
Program from Fundación Caminando Juntos in
which volunteers organize training sessions for low–
income young people in leadership, entrepreneurship
and personal finance. It was divided into four courses,
for a total of 96 hours, attended by 34 volunteers.
The training sessions organized in Buenos Aires
and Cordoba, Argentina, were attended by 50
people.
• Socios por un día
Organized by Junior Achievement, a program that
gathers students from the last year of secondary
schools and professionals of their fields of interest to
learn about the working world. In 2016, 52 volunteers
of Mercado Libre shared a work day with 52 students
from Argentina and Brazil. The program was
implemented in Mexico with Foundation Forge. There
15 collaborators shared a their day with 30 students.

• La Compañía
A program by Junior Achievement that encourages
the entrepreneurial spirit among children with the
methodology of “learning by doing”. It gives children
tools to expand their capabilities to transform their
future and become players in their own economic
development of their own, their families’ and their
communities’. The participants, students between
15 and 19 years old, learned to create, organize
and operate a company in the market. Each course
created a fictitious organization and created products
and yielded profit with the advise of their volunteer
tutors. In 2016, 34 Mercado Libre volunteers
trained 102 students from five secondary schools
in Argentina, Brazil and Uruguay.
Other activities per country
Argentina
• With United Ways, we managed to raise ARS 80,000
through Mercado Pago to buy 2,419 school kits, which
were delivered to social institutions.
Chile
• In partnership with United Way we improved
the infrastructure of a kindergarten attended by
40 children, thanks to the help of 10 volunteers.
Moreover, 5 volunteers offered to spend time with
students in vulnerable situations, as part of the
organization's mentoring program.
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• In association with Belén Educa we delivered 90
school kits for the children in Colegio Cardenal José
María Caro, La Pintana, Santiago, and took 240
children from different schools the foundation works
with to the cinema.
• Campaña Navidad: 230 children received a
Christmas present thanks to the campaign we
organized with Fundación Desafío, in which
we raised USD 3,370.
Mexico
• Volunteers helped improving the infrastructure
of primary school Gertrudis Bocanegra for children
between 6 and 12 years old. They also started an
organic garden as an alternative to supply food in
the community of Piedra Buena.
Uruguay
• In partnership with Children's Villages, 25 volunteers
participated in an infrastructure enhancement project
for the playroom in the Children and Family Care
Center in Florida, where 117 children are attended.
• With ReachingU, 25 volunteers from Mercado Libre
helped planting trees and plants at the Centro
Educativo Los Tréboles in Montevideo, attended
by 140 youngsters. Also, 9 volunteers visited the
pediatrics area of Policlínica del Barrio Cerro in
Montevideo and donated 150 books for 1,600 children.

• With Rotary, 25 volunteers improved the
infrastructure of children’s care center Juan XXIII
in Montevideo, benefiting 200 children.

Educating children in IT
In order to boost and encourage young people’s interest
in technology and to improve their chances of getting
into the labor market, we support and develop training
programs in Java, Android and digital jobs. Also, a team
of IT volunteers gave talks about new technologies to
teachers of technical schools.
Nativos digitales
This is an IT education program for youngsters
between 16 and 25 years old from vulnerable
backgrounds, attending secondary technical schools
from the City of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and
Montevideo, in Uruguay. We propose to strengthen
their capabilities for social and work insertion with
training in mobile apps in Java and Android.

242 hours of training
154 participants
96 graduates
In 2016, we organized two courses in Argentina and
three in Uruguay, reaching out to 154 beneficiaries.
To implement this project we partnered with the
Ministry of Education of the City of Buenos Aires
and its initiative “Programá tu futuro” (Program your
future), with workshop BA Joven (Young BA) and

technical schools No. 26 and 32 of the City of Buenos
Aires, Argentina, and with foundation Fundación
a Ganar in Uruguay.
Asociación Electrotécnica Argentina (Argentine
Electrotechnical Association)
In support of educating youngsters in technology,
in 2016 together with Asociación Electrotécnica
Argentina (AEA), we organized a series of talks in
which three of our specialists in new technologies
volunteered to share their knowledge about new
programming languages and the insertion of
youngsters in the labor market with 40 teachers from
technical schools from the City and the province of
Buenos Aires.
Arbusta
We sponsored the development of 300 hours of
training in testing, data management and personal
development to improve the opportunities of insertion
of 70 young people from Argentina and Colombia
into the labor market in the digital economy.
Moreover, we prepared a course on moderation of
our site to select resources from Arbusta to support
the Policies and Rules area operating in Uruguay. As
a result of this training, three resources were hired,
who provided over 450 hours of moderation services
in four months, exceeding the expected quality goals.
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Table of GRI G4 indicatorsSocial
(GR-42)

Basic general content
Indicator

Indicator information

Page

Answer

Strategy and analysis
G4-1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization about
the relevance of sustainability to the organization and its strategy.

2

Organizational profile
G4-3

Name of the organization.

3

G4-4

Primary brands, products, and services (major programs)

15

G4-5

Location of the organization’s headquarters.

G4-6

Number of countries where the organization operates.

G4-7

The nature of ownership and legal form.

G4-8

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types
of customers and beneficiaries), agreements

10

G4-9

Scale of the organization.

49

G4-10

Employee breakdown.

G4-11

Percentage of total employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.

55

G4-12

Description of the organization’s supply chain.
Cooperation chain and execution.

12

Mercado Libre, Inc. (holding company)

Arias 3751, 7° Piso, Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, C1430CRG, Argentina.
10
MercadoLibre S.R.L.; Neosur S.A.;Business Vision S.A; DeRemate.com de Argentina S.A.; Monits S.A;
Ibazar.com Actividades de Internet ltda; MercadoLivre.com Actividades de Internet Ltda; MercadoPago.
com Representações Ltda.;eBazar.com.br Ltda; MercadoEnvios Servicios de Logística Ltda.; Dabee Brasil
Serviços de Intermediaçãoe Facilitação de Negócios Ltda; MercadoLibre Chile Ltda.; MercadoPago S.A.;
DeRemate.com Chile S.A.; Meli Inversiones SpA; MercadoLibre Colombia Ltda; MercadoPago Colombia
S.A.; MercadoLibre Costa Rica S.R.L; MercadoLibre Ecuador Cía. Ltda., Meli Participaciones S.L.; Dabee
echnology India Private Limited; MercadoLibre S.deR.L de C.V.; DeRemate.com de Mexico S.deR.L.
de C.V.; Metros Cúbicos S.A de C.V; PSGAC S.deR.L. de C.V.; Inmobiliaria Web Chile, S.deR.L de C.V.;
Inmuebles Online SAPI de C.V.; MercadoLibre Perú S.R.L.; MercadoLibre S.A (in process of dissolution);
Meli Uruguay S.R.L; Tikleral S.A.; DeRemate.com de Uruguay S.R.L.; Hammer.com LLC; ListaPop LLC;
Servicios Administrativos y Comerciales LLC; MercadoPago LLC; Autopark LLC; Autopark Classifieds LLC;
MeliTechnology Inc; Classifieds LLC; Ecomsual Holding Latam Inc.; Brick.com LLC; Dabee Technology Inc;
MercadoLibre Venezuela S.R.L.; MeliClasificados MLV S.R.L; Grupo Veneclasificados C.A.

Less than 2% of Mercado Libre employees in the region has a fixed term contract.

Suppliers are hired following the purchase policy and several alternatives are assessed, seeking to hire
the best quality and price. Depending on the price of the product or service, 1 to 3 quotes are requested.
Two types of suppliers are defined in the company: • Sole suppliers: either monopolies or oligopolies
providing supplies, goods and services with no direct replacements in the market.• Agreed suppliers:
those with whom an extension has been agreed upon beyond the expiration date of the agreement, quote
or purchase. 2015 Sustainability Report Table of GRI G4 indicators G4-32
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Indicator

Indicator information

Page

Answer

Organizational profile
G4-13

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding the organization’s size,
structure, ownership, or its supply chain.

9

G4-14

Report of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed
by the organization.

29

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles,
or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or which it endorses.

10

G4-16

Main memberships of associations and national or international advocacy
organizations in which the organization participates.

29

The organization does not endorse any economic, social or environmental initiative.

Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries
G4-17

List of all entities included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements
or equivalent documents, and those included in the Report.

G4-18

Process for defining the report content and the Aspect Boundaries. Explain how the
organization has implemented the Reporting Principles for Defining Report Content.

5

G4-19

List of all the material Aspects identified in the process for defining report content.

7

G4-20

Aspect Boundaries within the organization.

7

G4-21

Aspect Boundaries outside the organization.

7

G4-22

Effect of any restatements of information provided in previous reports,
and the reasons for such restatements.

9

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope
and Aspect Boundaries.

9

All MercadoLibre, Inc. entities detailed under G4-7 are included in the report.

Stakeholder Engagement
G4-24

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

6

G4-25

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.

6

G4-26

The organization’s approach to stakeholder engagement.

6

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement,
and how the organization has responded.

7

G4-28

Reporting period for the information provided.

5

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report.

5

G4-30

Reporting cycle.

5

Report Profile
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Indicator

Indicator information

Page

Answer

G4-31

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

9

Queries about the Sustainability Report can be directly submitted to Constanza
Castro Feijoo, Head of CSR and Sustainability: constanza.castrofeijoo@mercadolibre.com

G4-32

Report of the ‘in accordance’ option, Table of GRI Indicators
and the reference for the External Assurance Statement in the report.
Organization’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance
for the report.

5

G4-34

Governance structure of the organization, including committees (roles as per bylaws).

25

G4-35

Process for delegating authority for economic, environmental and social topics from
the highest governance body to senior executives and other employees for economic,
environmental and social issues, and reference for the External Assurance Statement
in the report.

25

G4-36

Report whether the organization has appointed an executive-level position or positions
with responsibility for economic, environmental and social topics, and whether post
holders report directly to the highest governance body.

25

G4-37

Processes for consultation between stakeholders and the highest governance body
on economic, environmental and social topics. If consultation is delegated, describe
to whom and any feedback processes to the highest governance body.

6
26

Report Profile

G4-33

10

This report was not externally assured. However, because it is a public company, the performance indicators that have been reported in the Annual Report FORM 10-K were internally assured by the Disclosure
Committee and the Audit Committee. It was as well externally assured by external auditors that issue their
opinion annually about Mercado Libre Inc.’s consolidated financial statements,
and a limited review quarterly.

Governance

G4-38

Report the composition of the highest governance body and its committees.

For further details about the directors, visit: http://investor.mercadolibre.com.

G4-39

Report whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer.
If so, his or her function within the organization’s management and the reasons for
this arrangement.

25

G4-40

Nomination and selection processes for the highest governance body and its
committees, and the criteria used for nominating and selecting highest governance
body members.

25

G4-41

Processes for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided
and managed. Report whether conflicts of interest are disclosed to stakeholders.

28

G4-42

Highest governance body’s and senior executives’ roles in the development,
approval, and updating of the organization’s purpose, value or mission statements,
strategies, policies, and goals related to economic, environmental and social impacts
of the organization.

25

G4-43

Report the measures taken to develop and enhance the highest governance body’s
collective knowledge of economic, environmental and social topics.

28

Marcos Galperín is President of the Board of Directors and CEO
of MercadoLibre Inc.

HR performs an annual control of independence in which supervisors and up
shall disclose the related parties who are assessed and informed to Corporate
Conduct Communication. Internal fraud issues are also reported quarterly
to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors by Internal Audit.
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Indicator

Indicator information

Page

G4-44

Processes for evaluation of the highest governance body’s performance with respect
to governance of economic, environmental and social topics. Report actions taken in
response to evaluation of the highest governance body’s performance with respect to
governance of economic, environmental and social topics.

59

G4-45

Highest governance body’s role in the identification and management of economic,
environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities. Include the highest
governance body’s role in the implementation of due diligence processes.
Report whether stakeholder consultation is used to support the highest governance
body’s identification and management of economic, environmental and social
impacts, risks, and opportunities.

29

G4-46

Highest governance body’s role in reviewing the effectiveness of the organization’s
risk management processes for economic, environmental and social topics.

29

G4-47

Report the frequency of the highest governance body’s review of economic,
environmental and social impacts, risks, and opportunities.

29

G4-48

Report the highest committee or position that formally reviews and approves the
organization’s sustainability report and ensures that all material Aspects are covered.

5

G4-49

Process for communicating critical concerns to the highest governance body.

25

G4-51

Remuneration policies for the highest governance body and senior executives for the
below types of remuneration.

59

G4-52

Process for determining remuneration. Report whether remuneration consultants
are involved in determining remuneration and whether they are independent of
management. Report any other relationships which the remuneration consultants
have with the organization.

25

G4-53

Report how stakeholders’ views are sought and taken into account regarding
remuneration, including the results of votes on remuneration policies and proposals,
if applicable.

G4-54

Ratio of annual total compensation for the organization’s highest-paid individual in
each country of significant operations to the median annual total compensation for
all employees (excluding the highest-paid individual) in the same country.

G4-55

Ratio of percentage increase in annual total compensation for the organization’s
highest-paid individual in each country of significant operations to the median
percentage increase in annual total compensation for all employees (excluding
the highest-paid individual) in the same country.

Answer

Governance

52

This information is confidential, so it is not reported.

This information is confidential, so it is not reported.
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Indicator

Indicator information

Page

Answer

Ethics and integrity
G4-56
G4-57

G4-58

The organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behavior such as
codes of conduct and codes of ethics.
Internal and external mechanisms for seeking advice on ethical and lawful behavior,
and matters related to organizational integrity, such as helplines or advice lines,
and reference for the External Assurance Statement in the report.

28

Internal and external mechanisms for reporting concerns about unethical or unlawful
behavior, and matters related to organizational integrity, such as escalation through
line management, whistle blowing mechanisms or hotlines.

28

28

Economic | Economic Performance
Managerial approach
G4-EC1

9

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

9

Queries about the Sustainability Report can be directly submitted to Constanza
Castro Feijoo, Head of CSR and Sustainability: constanza.castrofeijoo@mercadolibre.com

